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Residual current circuit breaker 25A,1+N,30mA,230V
5SV3312-6

Siemens
5SV3312-6
4001869429632 EAN/GTIN

178,82 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (CHN)

RCCB type A, 30mA , 25A 5SV3312-6 number of poles 2, rated voltage 230V, rated current 25A, rated residual current 30mA, type of mounting DIN rail, residual current type
A, short-circuit strength (Icw) 10kA, surge current strength 1kA, frequency 50 Hz, additional equipment possible, With locking device, degree of protection (IP) IP20, width in
modular widths 2, installation depth 70mm, ambient temperature during operation -25 ... 45°C, connectable conductor cross-section stranded 0.75 ... 35mm², connectable
conductor cross-section solid 0.75 ... 35mm², FI circuit breaker, 2-pole, type A, In: 25 A, 30 mA, Un AC: 230 V The FI switch is the residual current protective device for
protection against accidental contact The patented residual current protective devices from Siemens are an important part of the SENTRON Protective components for the
electrical installation, because they prevent life-threatening electrical accidents by safely switching off dangerous residual currents to earth. Electrically ignited fires can be
prevented as soon as they start. Whether by directly touching live parts during operation or by indirectly touching equipment - the protection is primarily achieved by switching
off quickly. The main features of the Siemens 5SV RCCBs are: 1. Comprehensive protection for people and property against electric shock. 2. Whether sinusoidal AC residual
currents or smooth DC residual currents - Siemens offers the right type and special versions for all requirements. 3. Reliable safety during installation thanks to the grip and
touch protection included as standard. 4. Tool-free removal from the top-hat rail or from the busbar assembly through convenient slide-hand operation. 5. Data matrix code on
the front of the device provides all information about the residual current circuit breaker quickly and easily. 6. Be protected according to standards: The residual current circuit
breakers comply with the provisions of DIN VDE. 7. Optimum technology for your safety - only from Siemens. For the safe, efficient electrical infrastructure in buildings and
industry, Siemens offers a comprehensive portfolio of protective switching, measuring and monitoring devices, distribution systems, switches and socket outlets.
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